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having taken a measure of the aircar to ensure its safe return to the jedi temple, rar was
assigned to the jedi high council in the preparation for the coming battle against the yuuzhan

vong. he joined the sith on a galactic-scale hunt for the living world zonama sekot, and the
twi'lek remained ever mindful of the force that surrounded him. assigned to protect his friend

garel loz, the twi'lek remained on the iego system as its evacuation prepared for zonama's
arrival. but when a courier from the jedi council summoned rar to the planet coruscant, the
shock of his arrival was overwhelming, and the twi'lek flew to the prison of the jedi temple,
where he met with skywalker and yoda. as the millennium falcon came in to land, rar was
joined by a young girl who he assumed to be kam solusar's daughter, but was surprised

when he went to assist her off the ship, only to discover that it was none other than his old
friend tahiri veila. she was brought into the temple by skywalker, and rar assigned to her

care. as he prepared for his mission on the council, he had one of the few contacts who were
not impeded by his difficulties with his traumatic past. kanjii kinch, and his now-adult

daughter loz. the twi'lek had watched them with interest since their appearance in his life,
and was fascinated with them, despite their less-than-appealing appearances. [3] wearing a

blaster pistol, a z-95 headhunter and a cast on her ankle, rar and alema took part in the
battle of ryloth. during the battle, she was part of the charge to destroy yuuzhan vong

battleships which proved largely unsuccessful. after the battle, she returned to lumiya's
asteroid. she was glad that fel, who had entered a state of force lethargy caused by her
imprisonment, could again function while inside the asteroid. [2] with her remaining jedi

allies, rar moved into the asteroid's saucer section and made ready to confront lumiya. after
the battle began, however, rar and fel felt that they could not kill lumiya after becoming so
close to the dark side. after a brief conflict, the duo left the command center and rar's ship
escaped the asteroid. [0] the star destroyer assisted rar's escape, but failed to capture her.
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